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ABSTRACT
We propose an attempt of explanation for the improvement of the
transmittance dynamic of nematic liquid crystals, combined with
neutral dichroic dyes, by the addition of chiral dopants. It is based
on a fine polarimetric analysis of the liquid crystal medium, using
the Mueller matrix formalism. This enables us to determine the
polarization mode propagation and the residual scattering in the
bulk. To calibrate our measurements we analyse two asymptotic
cases, that have been extensively studied: the pure nematic case (no
chiral dopants) and the cholesteric one (with high concentration of
chiral dopants) in a Bragg regime. The mixture of interest in our
case exhibits intermediate dopant concentrations. We present some
experimental results explaining the impact of the addition of these
chiral dopants on both dichroic efficiency, and scattering. Finally, we
discuss how the complete polarimetric analysis can be used effi-
ciently to describe the medium complexity.
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1. Introduction

Several papers demonstrated the impact of the addition of nanoparticles (NP) on the
performance of nematic liquid crystals (LC) [1–3]. For instance, doping the LC with
nanoparticles is well known to decrease the response time by reducing the nematic
order parameter. Similarly, switchable polarizers can be realized by using a nematic LC
as host, combined with a dichroic dye as guest. As dye molecules follow the LC direc-
tors passing most of the light through with very little absorption, they serve as switch-
able absorbers. However, because their transmittance dynamic is limited by the intrinsic
dye dichroic ratio, a common way to improve their transmittance is to add a small con-
centration of chiral dopant, therefore introducing an amount of circular dichroism. In a
previous work [4], we demonstrated that adding an appropriate amount of chiral dop-
ant (CD) improved both the transmittance dynamic and response time, while keeping
the CD material miscibility [5]. Nematic LCs doped with dichroic dye and CD exhibit
exhaustive polarimetric signatures: dichroism, birefringence and depolarization, making
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them candidates with a rich complexity for a complete polarimetric analysis. In this
paper, we analyze the polarimetric signature of such configurations with a Mueller
microscopy in transmission (paragraph 4), enabling spatial mapping of their individual
polarization effects. To calibrate our measurements we consider two asymptotic cases,
extensively studied: pure nematic in planar configuration and the cholesteric in the
Bragg regime [5].

2. Modeling of the polarimetric signature of the LC mixture

Such LC mixtures made of a nematic liquid crystal doped with dichroic dye and CD exhibit
interesting and complex polarimetric signatures. The cell can be seen as a stratified optical
medium divided into thin linear birefringent slabs whose azimuth twists in depth and where
interferences between reflections at the slab interfaces have to be taken into account. If mul-
tiple reflections are neglected, analytical solutions are obtained in transmission configuration
[6], for TN [7], STN and extensively CLC leading to an elliptical birefringence medium
decomposable into linear and circular birefringence (optical rotation). For a complete
approach, a numerical solution known as the Berreman 4x4 method [8] has to be carried
out revealing extra circular dichroism whose magnitude depends on cell thickness and con-
centration of CD (Bragg regime). Mueller formalism allows us considering the full polari-
metric signature of the sample described by a 4x4 matrix:
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Because this formalism can characterize a sample with mixed polarimetric effects, it
has already been used to describe several liquid crystal devices, but only few studies
deal with cholesteric liquid crystals [9]. However the polarimetric values extracted from
a Mueller matrix characterizing mixed polarimetric effects depend strongly on the
choice of the matrix decomposition. In order to separate the different polarimetric
effects, Lu and Chipman decomposition is often used [10,11], and consists in interpret-
ing the device as the product of three individual Mueller matrices:

M½ � ¼ MD½ � MR½ � MD½ � (2)

where MD is the Mueller matrix of a diattenuator, MR of a retarder and MD of a depo-
larizer. The retardance and diattenuation values of MR and MD do not depend on the
product order between the matrices MR and MD in Eq. (2). Several polarimetric param-
eters can be derived from the Lu and Chipman decomposition in order to quantify and
analyze the different polarimetric effects. Here we use depolarization power (D) to
quantify depolarization of light:

D ¼ 1�
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The range of depolarization power is from 0 (for a non-depolarizing sample) to 1
(for a full one) and is related to LC structure spatial inhomogeneities (e.g. imperfect
planar phase and/or angular spread of the molecular layers) and scattering of light.
Linear diattenuation (DL), circular diattenuation (DC) and linear diattenuation azimuth
(aD), as well as linear retardance (RL), circular retardance (RC) and linear retardance
azimuth (aR) were calculated by the Lu and Chipman algorithm. When multiple reflec-
tions are neglected, a TN cell of thickness h is described as a stack of thin uniaxial slabs
of birefringence Dn with a small rotation between them, leading to the following
reduced 3x3 Mueller matrix of the retarder Mth

R

� �
[6]:
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Where U is the total twist angle, C the total retardation such as C¼(2pDnh)/k and
X¼ [U2þ(C/2) 2]1/2. The total twist angle is related to the helical pitch by the relation-
ship U¼(2ph)/P, where P is the helix pitch. We define n¼ h/P as the number of pitch
(U¼ 2pn) encountered by light after transmission through the cell. Simulations were
performed with the following liquid crystal parameters: h¼ 4mm, Dn¼ 0.253, k¼ 1.06
mm, which correspond to the experimental parameters of this study. The values of linear
retardance (RL) and circular retardance (RC) were extracted by the Lu and Chipman
algorithm from Mth

R

� �
(Eq.4) and plotted in Figure 1 as a function of n, in the range of

n corresponds to the experimental study.
The case n¼ 0 corresponds to a perfectly aligned pure nematic liquid crystal cell in a

planar configuration, for which the value of linear retardance is maximum (RL�320�)

Figure 1. Simulation of the retardance of a chiral doped nematic LC cell (Eq.4). RL and RC were plot-
ted as a function of n¼ h/P. The insets are zooming on the values of RL and RC for n between 0 and
1 (low twist).
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and the circular retardance is 0�. The case n¼ 1/4 corresponds to a 90� TN cell and
n¼ 1/2 to STN cell (e.g. typical STN twist is between 240 and 270�). The retardance
behavior while increasing n is interesting and highlights a decrease in both linear and
circular retardance, circular retardance remaining always higher than linear one.
Particularly, linear retardance exhibits strong oscillations and becomes very small when
the helical rotation is complete.

3. Experimental setup

Mueller polarimeters are made of a light source, a polarization state generator (PSG), a
polarization state analyzer (PSA) and a detector. At least 16 intensity values, corre-
sponding to 16 combinations of 4 input/output polarizations are required to retrieve the
16 Mueller matrix components. The polarimeter used here is based on passive spectral
encoding of polarization, resulting in fast measurements of single Mueller matrices
[12–13], and was integrated in a scanning microscope for imaging liquid crystal samples
with high temporal and spatial resolutions [14]. We use a swept-laser source, (SSOCT-
1060, Axsun Tech. Inc.) that sweeps the wavelength at a rate of 100 kHz over a spectral
range of 100 nm centered at 1060 nm. PSG and PSA blocks incorporate: a linear polar-
izer oriented at 0� or 90�, YVO4 thick retarders oriented at 0� and 45�, all the optical
elements in the PSG and PSA being fixed. The YVO4 thickness is e ¼ 0.4mm for PSG
and 5e ¼ 2mm for PSA. The retardance induced by the wave-plates coupled with the
source wavelength sweep allows us illuminating the sample with all the polarization
states simultaneously. The optical signal was detected by an avalanche photodiode (APD
module C12703SPL Hamamatsu), digitized by a data acquisition board (DAQ, ATS9350
digitizer, AlazarTech). The polarimeter was implemented in a confocal microscope
(Olympus BX51W1-FV300), in which light was focused on liquid crystal samples by a
20X, 0.4NA microscope objective (LCPlanFl, Olympus), collected in transmission and
detected synchroneously with the galvo-scanners of the microscope using custom
Labview software. The lateral and axial resolutions were respectively �k/2NA ¼ 1.3mm
and �k/NA2¼6.6mm, the latter being of the order of the liquid crystal cells thickness.
The digitized signal includes a series of channeled spectra whose modulation is related
to the Mueller components at each image pixel with a pixel-dwell time equal to 10 ms.
The image definition was fixed to 512x512 pixels, resulting in 2.6s for the acquisition of
a complete Mueller image and corresponding to a 142x142 mm lateral field of view. The
Mueller parameters were calculated by custom Matlab software and converted into
physical polarimetric parameters (diattenuation, retardance and depolarization) by the
Lu and Chipman expansion. Polarimetric images were displayed in false colors using
different colormaps. Linear retardance/diattenuation were represented in the HSV space
with Hue attributed to the azimuth of retardance/diattenuation, Saturation was fixed to
1 and Value associated to the magnitude of linear retardance/diattenuation. Value range
was fixed between 0� and 180� for linear retardance and 0 and 1 for linear diattenua-
tion. Circular retardance and diattenuation were coded in jet colormap, respectively
between 0 and 100� and between 0 and 1. Finally, depolarization was coded in hot col-
ormap between 0 and 1. Figure 2 gives a general view of the optical instrumentation,
which can also be found in detail in [14].
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Tested cells are made up of two parallel ITO glass substrates (100 X/w) of 4mm thick-
ness with anti-parallel rubbed planar polyimide (SE-410 from Nissan chemical) as align-
ment layer. They are filled with MLC2140 (from Merck) as LC host, with 3.8%, 8.1%,
13.4% of R811CD. The dichroic dye used is the Irgaphor X13 from BASF. The values
of n (number of pitch) for the different cells were determined from reflectance spectra
measurements in parallel of the Mueller experiments, and gave n¼ 3.7 for the
8.1%R811 cell and n¼ 6.5 for the 13.4%R811 cell. Unfortunately, the value of n could
not have been determined for the 3.8%R811 cell because the wavelength of minimum
reflectance, if existed, lied outside the range of the spectrometer (k> 2000nm).
One should note that polarimetric parameters are determined at the central wave-

length of the laser source (1060nm). This wavelength is outside the absorption band of
the dichroic dye used for this study, allowing focusing on the circular dichroism due to
addition of chiral dopant only. If light was effectively absorbed by the dichroic dye, it
would result in a circular diattenuation produced by the non-uniform organization of
the dye that follows the liquid crystal director. Analysis of transmittance enhancement
by the addition of CD would have been not straightforward in that case. In order to
assess cell quality and get insight into the values of polarimetric parameters for an iso-
tropic sample, we applied a 20V voltage to the 13.4%R811, 4mm cell to switch it into its
homeotropic state. Results are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 2. View of the microscope with its main elements, including microscope objective, collecting
optics, PSG and PSA blocks, sample holder. The red line symbolizes the light path in the sam-
ple zone.

Figure 3. Homeotropic state polarimetric parameters, for 4mm antiparallel rubbed polyimide cells
with 13.4% of R811. Polarimetric values are mean values and standard deviation over a 256x256 cen-
tral region of interest.
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For a pure isotropic sample, no retardance, diattenuation and depolarization are
expected. Very low values of linear/circular diattenuation/retardance and depolarization
are effectively detected in this experiment, testifying the quality of both liquid crystal
cells and the polarimetric setup.

4. Impact of the chiral dopant

We have considered here 4mm thick cells, of 1 square inch, with a rubbed anti-parallel
planar alignment. Such a thickness is enough to obtain efficient CLC Bragg mirror for
13.4% of CD and easier to manufacture with good bulk homogeneity. We tested several
R811 concentrations (0%, 3.8%, 8.1% and 13.4%), the last one corresponds to the pres-
ence of a Bragg mirror in the measurement range of the polarimeter at 1060nm (Figure
4). We have analyzed the planar state, exhibiting the presence of scattering [4].
Retardance: The pure nematic case (0%R811 cell), as expected, behaves as a linear

birefringent. The value of azimuth (2.3�) is close to 0�, indicating that the rubbing dir-
ection was set near the horizontal of the microscope frame. In the presence of CD, lin-
ear retardance strongly falls and circular retardance appears, as expected from

Figure 4. Impact of the concentration of chiral dopant R811 on the polarimetric parameters in the
planar state for 4mm antiparallel rubbed cells.
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simulations of Fig.2. The values of RC decreases when the concentration of CD increases
that means when the number of pitch increases, which is also consistent with Fig.2.
Even though the Bragg mirror could not have been evidenced for the 3.8%R811 cell by
reflectance spectra measurements, the significant value of circular retardance
(RC¼36.1�), the small amount of linear retardance (RL¼7.1�) and the observation of
focal conics when the voltage was increased (images not shown here) suggest that a hel-
ical structure was formed within this cell. For the 8.1%R811 cell, the value of n obtained
by reflection spectra measurements was n¼ 3.7, that gives simulated values of linear
and circular retardance RL,sim¼10.1� and RC,sim¼19.2� when using eq.(4) and Lu-
Chipman algorithm. The experimental values are RL,exp¼6.7� and RC,exp¼25.6� are in
the range of the simulated ones. For the 13.4%R811 cell, the value of n was n¼ 6.5 that
gives RL,sim¼0.8� and RC,sim¼10.9�, to be compared to RL,exp¼2.9� and RC,exp¼4.3�. For
both 3.8%R811 and 8.1%R811 cells, the values of azimuth of retardance (few degrees)
are close to zero, in agreement with anti-parallel horizontal rubbing directions.
However, for the 13.4%R811 cell, the retardance azimuth experimental value (aR -54.5�)
is far from zero. This behaviour could be explained by the occurrence of both retard-
ance and diattenuation for this cell and the use of Lu and Chipman decomposition that
suggests the polarimetric effects to be encountered by light sequentially, which is not
the case effectively. Although the magnitude of retardance seems weakly impacted, care
should be taken on the analysis of its azimuth. These first results indicate that eq. (4)
can be used to have good insight into the retardance parameters of chiral doped nem-
atic liquid crystal cells.
Diattenuation: No significant circular diattenuation was observed for the 3.8%R811

and 8.1%R811 cells. Indeed, the central wavelength of the Bragg mirror was outside the
polarimeter range for these cells. In contrast, a strong circular diattenuation was meas-
ured for the 13.4% R811 cell, which was effectively designed to provide a formed CLC
Bragg mirror around 1060nm. One notes the small but not negligible value of linear
diattenuation (DL¼0.100 ± 0.006) for the 13.4%R811 cell. This behavior could be
explained by a small linear dichroism induced by scattering of light, correlated to the
increase of depolarization – and thus scattering – also observed for this cell.
Depolarization: D is near 0 for pure nematic, 3.8%R811, confirming there is no

depolarization in these cases, which means low scattering. However, we observe a sig-
nificant increase for 8.1%R811 (of 0.03) and prohibitive for 13.4%R811 (of 0.206). Such
value originates from the cholesteric structure that produces more scattering of light.
However, the relationship between depolarization and scattering is not straightforward
because it depends on both sample properties and light collection by the polarimeter.
Depolarization could also originate in part from spectral averaging of polarization prop-
erties of the LC over the bandwidth of the polarimeter (several 10nm), because it is
well-know that optical rotation exhibits significant chromatism within the reflection
band of a CLC in its Bragg regime [9,15]. These results demonstrate that Mueller polar-
imetry provides relevant information on CLC structure.
Similarly, it is interesting to observe the impact of the cell thickness on the quality of

the Bragg CLC mirror (13.4%R811) and on scattering, expressed by the measurement of
the circular diattenuation and depolarization power, showing clearly the convergence
towards a circularly polarized propagating mode (Figure 5) while increasing scattering
of light.
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We confirm the efficiency of the Bragg mirror which increases with the cell thickness
for a given wavelength. It is related to the number of CLC helix pitch in the thickness
of the cell.

5. Observation of the focal conic transition

Mueller representation can be useful to visualize the homeotropic to planar phase tran-
sitions of CLC, known as focal conics. We present here some results for a 4 mm thick
cell with 13.4% R811 as a function of voltages (Figure 6).
Rising state (±3.5V): FC structure grows apart from the disclination lines of planar

state and propagates. Linear retardance and dichroism are medium to large in and close
to the planar defects in contrast to the background (planar state) which exhibits no lin-
ear effect. Circular retardance is weak except along the defect, whereas the circular dia-
ttenuation is large in the background (planar state) and weak in the FC structures in
formation. Depolarizing grows from average to large within the domain limits.
FC regime (±5V): FC is established and presents domains with various orientations

proper to the FC phase. Polarimetric observations are the same as previously for retard-
ance and diattenuation. The structures that exhibit large depolarization are the walls of
the FC domains and not the domains themselves.
Phase breaking (±10V) to homeotropic: the FC phase vanishes progressively. We

observe a similar morphology as for the planar disclination lines. These lines seem to
twist over themselves before merging into the homeotropic state. They carry polarimet-
ric information (linear retardance, linear dichroism, depolarizing). In contrast, the

Figure 5. Impact of the cell thickness h on the diattenuation and depolarization parameters for anti-
parallel rubbed polyimide cells with 13.4% of R811.
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background is uniform with a D similar as for the homoetropic state (with no scatter-
ing). Such observations should be mitigated by the fact that it is a dynamic process
evolving over the time.

6. Observations in presence of dichroic dye for different concentrations

Then we have added dichroic dyes to the previous mixtures (4mm thickness). The dye is
a neutral dye in the visible range from BASF Irgaphor X13 [4] (Figure 7).
Retardance: Surprisingly, addition of dichroic dye has a strong impact on the circular

retardance, indicating a change in the director helical organization within the cells.
Such behavior can be explained by a slight shift of the reflection band (see [4]), remem-
bering that optical rotation exhibits strong variations in the reflection band region.
Further simulations should be driven to understand the impact of dichroic dye on the
circular retardance values.
Diattenuation: We observed a slight decrease of circular diattenuation with dichroic

dye, indicating that the Bragg mirror is still efficient, but suggesting a modification in
the helix structure, as indicated by the behavior of circular retardance.
Depolarization: Dichroic dye induces a slight increase in scattering when we add

dichroic dye.
In conclusion, the presence of dichroic dye, when observed outside its absorption

band, enables a fine analysis of the structural impact of the CD on circular retardance,
circular diattenuation and depolarization. There are only few variations, compared to
section 4, on circular diattenuation and depolarization, i.e. on transmittance dynamic
enhancement. It would have been interesting to measure the sample at a wavelength in
the visible range (instead of 1060nm) to assess the combined impact of dichroic absorp-
tion and diattenuation, made possible by using a swept laser source operating around
500nm as in [17].

Figure 6. Observation of the formation and evolution of the focal conic structure for various voltage
values for the 4 mm antiparallel rubbed polyimide cell with 13.4% of R811.
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7. Discussions

The polarimetric analysis clearly demonstrated that the improvement in transmission
dynamic observed when adding CD [4] in nematic cells (with and without dichroic
dye), relies on two phenomena. First, it results in structural circular diattenuation pro-
portional to the CD concentration, second in scattering attenuation in the planar state,
both effects contributing to the increase in the transmission dynamic (in the blocking
state). The maximum is obtained in the CLC exhibiting a Bragg mirror in the measure-
ment range where the dynamic is maximum as the combination of the mirror reflec-
tion, dye absorption but also significantly by the scattering, in particular due to focal
conics, a limitation for some applications, as mentioned in [4], for which low Haze val-
ues are required. A finer analysis shows that the increase in the circular diattenuation is
limited compared to scattering which increases as a function of both the CD concentra-
tion and cell thickness, so that the benefit of the circular diattenuation is rapidly bal-
anced by the scattering impinging the optical quality of the transmission states. Hereby,
the polarimetric analysis has enabled an imaging of the structuration and physical trans-
formations of focal conic phases. Finally, we provided a partial modeling of the studied
structures relying on the Lu-Chipman expansion, which could be discussed considering
the complexity of the studied media. Some other authors proposed another description
of depolarizing media based on differential expansion [18-19], which could
be preferred.

Figure 7. Impact of the concentration of dichroic dopant on the polarimetric parameters for 4 mm
antiparallel rubbed polyimide cell with 13.4% of R811.
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